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ABSTRACT

Chronic central serous chorioretinopathy (cCSC) can produce an overlap of signs that can be difficult to distinguish from cases with non-exudative neovascular age-related macular degeneration (nneAMD). Around 2-10% of the patients with cCSC will develop neovascularization. Sometimes both diseases could be present at the same individual. The purpose of this narrative review is to discuss the current information concerning the signs in OCT angiography (OCTA) that eventually could help to differentiate these situations and analyze the best diagnostic evidence.
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INTRODUCTION

Most of the time it is not hard to differentiate chronic central serous chorioretinopathy (cCSC) from non-exudative neovascular age-related macular degeneration (nneAMD). But in older patients (60-70 years old) with chronic subretinal/intraretinal fluid (SRF/IRF) and retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)/Bruch’s membrane (BM) changes might produce an area of overlap that can be difficult to distinguish. And eventually, both diseases could be present at the same individual. These are situations with some similarities even for the commonest diagnostic technologies used in real-life practice like optical coherence tomography (OCT), intravenous fluorescein angiography (IVFA), or indocyanine green angiography (ICGA). The correct recognition is of pivotal importance cause it could be related to the potential presence of choroidal neovascularization (CNV) - especially type 1 - and severe functional visual loss. For the CSC the prognosis is much better (all in all 80% will retain 20/40 or more). However, 12% of these patients can have a bad prognosis, with legally blind in both eyes after 10 years. CNV has been reported in 2-10% of the CSC cases. OCT B scan shows specific signals like drusen in AMD, but SRF/IRF, pigment epithelium detachment (PED) and modifications at the outer retina and RPE occurs in both situation. In chronic cases, some of these signals should be valorized.1-3
The purpose is to review the current information concerning the signs in OCT angiography (OCTA) that eventually could help to differentiate these situations and analyze the best diagnostic evidence.

**CLINICAL DETECTION ASPECTS**

Dye-based angiographies can localize on CSC - but not in all cases - the leakage site at the RPE plane. It could be uni or multifocal, uni or bilateral. The leakage and the height of the subretinal fluid (SRF) or another sign reduces the conditions to find out active or chronic choroidal neovascularization.\(^4\)\(^6\) Table summarizes how to make a precise diagnosis with the use of dye-based angiographies and B-scan OCT.

Double sign and time for development are strongly related to CNV in both diseases, and especially the time for developing CNV is longer in both situations (more than 10 years in CSC).\(^1\)\(^7\) It is in the cCSC where some aspects are shared, sometimes inconclusive (basically in the absence of the descend traits) with nneAMD including (a) irregular and detached RPE; (b) thicker, opaque or hyperdense SRF or IRF (CME pattern), (c) MLE/EZ modifications, (d) foveal thinning and (e) increased choroidal thickness. Sometimes the pachychoroid spectrum is seen in both cases.\(^8\)

The recent use of OCTA has shown identical efficiency than the gold standard diagnostic resources, with high sensitivity and specificity. Sometimes it appears better than the gold standard but other times a little bit worst. Considering the facilities it tends to be more used.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^8\)

In different studies, the prevalence range of CNV diagnosis using OCTA in cCSC is 8.3-44.8%. This heterogeneity is too high. There are significant differences between these populations (sample size, different inclusion/exclusion criteria, cross-sectional or longitudinal study). Such variability was assumed to be not only due to sampling errors but also to the different effects on the population. In real-life, these results are much better than isolated IVFA, and more specific than the combination of IVFA/OCT.\(^8\)\(^-\)\(^14\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASPECTS</th>
<th>DIAGNOSTIC ASPECTS OF CSC AND AMD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PED</td>
<td>More likely to be smaller, circular, regular, and with clear content (81%). If Irregular, or flat, dense (chronic) =&gt; CNV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRF</td>
<td>Higher and if IRF present (cystoid edema) =&gt; CNV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTERNAL RETINA</td>
<td>Hypertrophic outer retinal changes are more common (but less expressive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Increased (not all cases)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMD</td>
<td>Higher, irregular, thicker, multiple and with more discontinuities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRF</td>
<td>SRF plane, IRF more prevalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYPER-REFLECTIVE BAND (OUTER RETINA/RPE) WITH POSTERIOR SHADOWING (42.9%); MLE/EZ DISCONTINUITIES MORE EXPRESSIVE AND PREVALENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In OCTA during acute CSC we can identify high flow signals. Hyper/mixed choroidal perfusion pattern is present in almost 100% at this stage. In cCSC hyperperfusion is seen only in 50% and this pattern is definitively different from normal subjects.\(^2\) Chan et al\(^5\) showed that OCTA in cCSC with irregular PED have demonstrated dilated capillaries inside (21/26 patients - 81%) and not a suspect pattern in FA (78% - 14/18 eyes). The presence of an irregular, flat, and dense PED in cCSC is a strong indication of the CNV existence. This specific situation shows more sensitivity of the OCTA (35.6%) versus the combination of dye-based angiographies and structural B-scan OCT (25%).\(^4,12\) When used for this specific differentiation the ICGA and OCTA seem to be quite similar and their diagnostic capability ranges from 68%-100%.\(^17\) This evidence supports the use of the new method considering all the facilities involved. (Figure)

Other relevant signs in OCTA are the flow void zones and darker areas. Probably they are related to the choroidal perfusion state. First of all, they are frequent in both cases (AMD ou CSC). These patterns indicate a potential long-term contribution to pathogenesis. For CSC they are described in areas (75%) and spots (52.9%). The age and cCSC have shown an increased total area of flow voids. The presence of higher SRF (> 485 nm) blocks the choriocapillaris (CC) analysis. And the state of the deeper choroidal vessels can be related to changes in RPE and retina.\(^14-16,18,19\) These flow void areas mean microcirculatory deficiencies are detected in the fellow eyes of both situations and this pattern is also different from normal subjects. This could explain (observing the unaffected eyes) how the long-standing dilated choroidal vessels can affect the CC/RPE. Recurrent episodes in cCSC have demonstrated abnormal flow even after resolution.\(^20,21\)

**Figure 1.** cCSC in 81 years old male. Superficial (a) and deeper (b) plexus preserved but a CNV is evident (c). Manual segmentation (d) helps the diagnosis (e).

In conclusion, neAMD and cCSC sometimes have some similar aspects in older age, and because of that, the detection of a CNV is essential. OCTA can help in this differentiation with very good sensitivity in a rapid and noninvasive way.
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